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Abstract

More and more asset management organizations are relying on trusted data to drive their decision making process. Yet little systematic research has been performed regarding the generation of trusted data. Trusted data has a clear, defined and consistent quality which meets the expectations of the user. The aim of the research presented in this paper is to develop a conceptual model to support asset management organizations with regards to their development of data infrastructures which produce trusted data and provide organizations with the capability to make the right decisions at the right time. The autonomous characteristics of agent-based systems and process orientation of discrete-event simulation are combined in our conceptual model. In this way both the autonomous social behavior of organizations and their business processes can be modelled. Several predefined components containing the behavior of agents through various coordination mechanisms have been developed. These components can be further customized to model an empirical situation more closely. The approach is illustrated with a case study in the asset management domain.

1. Introduction

The complex nature of data infrastructures is the reason for the difficulties encountered in trying to understand and assess them, and it can be difficult to attribute success or failure of data infrastructure implementations to one or more specific factors. Because data infrastructures are complex, there is an interrelationship between their sociological and technical dimensions, and it is difficult to track cause-and-effect relationships. The dynamic sociological and technological interrelations between agents and the components of data infrastructures are therefore hard to predict and control. All data infrastructures have a unique character and behave differently. This makes it
difficult to implement data infrastructures in different environments and achieve similar outcomes. Complex adaptive systems (CASs) are often described as systems of interactive, mutually interdependent, individual elements which merge over time into coherent forms. Data infrastructures have been identified as CASs, and using a CAS lens can help us to identify and better understand the key elements of data infrastructures and the coordination methods necessary for their functioning and dealing with change. According to Auyang (1999) CASs are systems that are built from individual agents which are capable of adapting as they interact with each other and their environment. Thus, by conceptualizing data infrastructures as CAS, policy-makers and decision-makers can gain a better understanding of the dependencies involved. This conceptualization acknowledges that it is impossible to exert a hierarchical control over complex systems of organizations and projects spanning multiple levels and jurisdictions. Instead, one must take into account the various typical characteristics of complex adaptive systems.

This research takes place in the physical asset management domain. Asset management (AM) is important for industry, the argument being that the success of an enterprise often depends on its ability to use and manage its assets efficiently. Asset management is regarded as an essential business process in many organizations and trusted data is regarded as essential to aiding the decision making process. Having data infrastructures which produce trusted data is therefore essential for organizations which have data driven decision making processes. We follow Mohseni’s (2003) definition of AM as being a discipline for optimizing and applying strategies related to work planning decisions in order to effectively and efficiently meet the desired objective. Asset management is therefore essentially a matter of understanding risk, followed by developing and applying the correct business strategy, and the right organization, process and technology models to solve the problem. The activities associated with AM are: identifying what assets are needed, identifying funding requirements, acquiring assets, providing logistic and maintenance support for assets and disposing or renewing assets. These activities provide the scope for the conceptual model.

2. Method and Structure

We combine the autonomous characteristics of agent-based systems and the process orientation of discrete-event simulation in this research to develop an agent based conceptual model of data infrastructures. Agent-based systems provide a decentralized solution based on centralized decision making. This gives the system a high degree of flexibility and robustness. Discrete event simulation provides an intuitive and flexible approach to simulating complex systems.

Asset managers have struggled over the years to develop systems which produce data they can trust, and asset data is regularly observed to be lacking in quality, to be “noisy” (embedded within significant amounts of meaningless data), or to be missing the required detail. Addressing this issue requires an holistic approach which describes the sociological as well as the technological components. The conceptual model described in this research aims at helping asset managers understand the nature of data infrastructures, the consequences of the choice of coordination mechanism and how this affects data quality. By modelling data infrastructures we can illustrate and simulate the basic components of data infrastructures and their interrelationships. In the following section we discuss on the basis of a review of literature how using a CAS lens can help us to identify and better understand the key elements of data infrastructures and the coordination methods necessary for their functioning and dealing with change as well as describing various kinds of coordination mechanisms. The literature review continues in section four where we discuss the integration of the agent-based and the process oriented discrete-event simulation approaches. In section five we develop an agent-based architecture. The combination of elements and coordination mechanisms make up our agent-based conceptual model. We illustrate the conceptual model by means of a case study in section six. The case under study was that of asset management within the Directorate General of Public Works and Water Management of the Netherlands. The Directorate General of Public Works and Water Management of the Netherlands is commonly known within The Netherlands as “Rijkswaterstaat”, often abbreviated to “RWS”, and is referred to as such within this research. The case study was explorative in method and descriptive in nature. Unstructured interviews were held with managers, subject matter experts, and internal consultants. Internal documentation concerned with the description of the data infrastructure of the RWS was studied. We draw conclusions and make recommendations for future research in the final section.
3. CAS

Despite the large number of examples used by researchers to describe what a CAS is, there appears to be little agreement as to what exactly the characteristics of a CAS are. In this research our focus is on data infrastructures as CAS. We follow Grus et al. (2010), whose research field is spatial data infrastructures, and we use the definition given by Barnes et al. (2003). With regards to data infrastructures, CASs are defined as, “open systems in which different elements interact dynamically to exchange information, self-organize and create many different feedback loops, relationships between causes and effects are nonlinear, and the systems as a whole have emergent properties that cannot be understood by reference to the component parts” (Barnes et al. 2003 p.276).

A factor which contributes to the difficulty in defining the characteristics of data infrastructures from a CAS perspective is that characteristics of CASs can be divided into physical elements and also into functional and operational behaviors. Elements are sets of physicality’s that together make CASs different from other systems. Behaviors are the collection of functions and operations that make CAS behavior unique. Few researchers have made this distinction when defining CAS characteristics and there have been a number of calls for attention to this topic. In this research we focus on modelling the elements of data infrastructures as viewed from a CAS perspective. This research builds on previous work published by Brous et al. (2014). According to Brous et al. (2014), being CAS’s, data infrastructures consist of data and technological components, which are stable and simple building blocks and are the basic parts of the system. These components are manipulated by agents who interact with one another in large variety of ways. The agents operate within a certain schema. Schema refers to shared rules which are embodied by norms, values, beliefs, and assumptions. Agents use rules to make decisions within frames of reference or schemata by which they interpret and evaluate information. But data infrastructures can also have competing stakeholders and conflicting schemata which requires coordination. As such, coordination mechanisms are necessary tools used by coordinating agents. A coordination mechanism is a process which determines how information is obtained and used in decision-making. Coordination mechanisms present within data infrastructures are: self-organization, feedback, planning, and contracting.

4. Multi-agent systems and discrete-event simulation

Simulation strives to develop a dynamic model of a system, and experiment with this model as well as with possible alternative models of the system in order to attempt to understand a known problem. Simulation is performed prior to implementation and can be used to evaluate process design options. With discrete-event simulation, the temporal aspects of a sequence of discrete events are modeled. However, in this research we need to develop a model which describes not only the organizational processes of asset management, but also the different coordination mechanisms used by asset managers. Generally speaking, the most powerful models attempt to minimize the semantic gap between the units of analysis and the constructs present in the modeling approach. But, with modelling, it is also important to reduce complexity by eliminating unnecessary detail in order to highlight the essence of the problem.

Multi-agent systems (MAS) can exhibit the characteristics of organizations, and of intentional organization design. We follow Janssen & Verbraeck (2005) and take an agent-based approach which represents the decentralized nature of data infrastructures, the multiple loci of control, differing forms of governance and the competing interests of multiple stakeholders. In agent-based simulations, the agents interact in a simulated environment, where modelling reductions have been applied. Once fully developed, the simulator created by this research will provide an artificial time mechanism that allows interactions to take place faster or slower than reality. By placing the agents in an agent-based simulation, it should be possible to study the results of each coordination mechanism, both in detail and over a prolonged period of time, where the experimental conditions can be manipulated. But in order to evaluate the coordination mechanisms in practice, the interactions between the independent organizations, the business processes within the organizations, and the utilization of their resources also need to be modelled.
5. An agent-based conceptual model

We follow Janssen & Verbraeck\textsuperscript{23} (2005) as well as the ideas of agent architectures developed for MAS by Jennings\textsuperscript{12} (2001) and develop an agent architecture using object orientation\textsuperscript{12}. Object oriented environments require communication between objects\textsuperscript{23}. Implementing an agent within an object orientation therefore requires developing the objects as agents to enable an agent to comply with the common characteristics of agents, such as autonomy, communication, and behavior to either react on the environment or to deliberately perform an action\textsuperscript{23}. According to Janssen & Verbraeck\textsuperscript{23} (2005), an agent-based model should ensure that all modeled entities meet the characteristics that make up an autonomous agent. Our model breaks up the data infrastructure into reusable, logical parts but does not pose a limitation to the extensibility of an agent, as different organizations should be modeled and new coordination mechanisms might have to be added\textsuperscript{23}.

Fig. 1. The agent-based conceptual model.

As seen above in figure 1, within our agent-based model, all independent actors are viewed as agents. Agents are encapsulated within the agent class, which can be extended to include a wide variety of types of agents. We adopt Janssen and Verbraeck’s\textsuperscript{23} (2005) definition of an agents and define agents as “autonomous, goal driven entities that are able to communicate with other agents and whose behavior is the consequence of their (1) observations, their (2) knowledge and their (3) interactions with other agents” (Janssen and Verbraeck, 2005, pp.375)\textsuperscript{23}. In many multiple agent architectures, complexity is generally reduced and problems are decomposed, with sub-problems being assigned to specific agents\textsuperscript{23}. The greater problem is in this way resolved by including multiple agents. Our model follows this line of thinking as each agent has a particular role to play in the implementation of the data infrastructure, based on their position within the organization and the underlying processes.

We thus further develop the agent-based model by examining the characteristics of agents with regards to the underlying schema. The schema class helps to define the nature of agents, as well as shaping the behavior and interactions of agents. Agents are always situated in a particular environment. They receive inputs related to the states of their environment, and they act on the environment. Schema provides the guidelines which guide the actions of the agents.

An agent’s behavior is often viewed as a manifest of intelligence\textsuperscript{30}. The coordination mechanism class determines the behavior of the agent and how the agent chooses to organize their activities. The behavior is modeled in terms of the tasks that need to be accomplished given its position\textsuperscript{23,31}. According to Janssen and Verbraeck (2005), behavior is dependent on the circumstances, and as a result modeled agents should be able to have various
types of behavior. The behavior of the agents dictates which technology is implemented and which data is developed. This behavior also dictates how the data and the technology are maintained.

The technology class encapsulates the collection of Information Technology (IT) artifacts, hardware and software, used in the production of data or services or in the accomplishment of objectives, such as data analysis or data management. Creating and managing a business driven IT involves decisions based on a sound understanding of an organization’s strategic context. IT has led many organizations to imagine a world of leveraged knowledge, but whilst IT has inspired this vision, it in itself cannot bring it into being. In the model, IT is regarded as an important enabler of data infrastructures.

Data have long been recognized as a core factor in IS and data infrastructures, and have been generally defined as the measure or description of objects or events. Data is usually referred to as a set of interrelated data items that measure the attributes of the objects or events. The data produced by data infrastructures is encapsulated in the data class.

6. Case Study: Asset Management at RWS

The core function of AM at RWS is that objects such as roads, viaducts, or bridges are managed so that they fulfill the function they have in the network. To operate effectively, RWS focusses on being able to make the right choices with regards to management and maintenance. Choices must be made in the way the bridge or viaduct is maintained. According to a RWS official, “It is more important that the bridge functions properly than that it looks good with a fresh coat of paint”. However, these choices are not always as straightforward, as, for example, during maintenance procedures of bridges or viaducts, roads still need to be accessible. In order to make these choices, RWS requires data that can be trusted to conform to the quality that is required. RWS bases its asset management processes on data driven decision making. A well-functioning data infrastructure is required for the acquisition and maintenance of trusted data. The model defined in the previous section can be used to illustrate the components of data infrastructures and simulate data processes throughout the asset management process.

In order to maintain their asset management data system, RWS has developed a data management organization which implements and enforces uniform data entry and data management protocols and processes. This data management organisation encompasses a wide variety of agents. All of which can be described by extending the agent class in the model. Within the data management process, there are many different organisational levels, each level and each link in the information chain acting as an agent in the process. For example, divisions of RWS are organised according to geographic location, and each division is an independent agent. Each independent division implements standardised processes in their own way, and each individual advisor, in his turn, is capable of acting independently. Furthermore, RWS also has electronic “agents” in the form of Internet of Things (IoT) implementations in which the “things” acquire ambient intelligence. As an organisation, RWS contracts out a good deal of the data entry to external contractors, who in turn are also agents. This means that RWS does not always have full control of the data entry process. RWS addresses this issue by implementing various coordination mechanisms to influence the behaviour of the agents. The model can be manipulated in order to simulate the effect of using different coordination mechanisms for different agents to monitor the effect on data quality and the relationship of the quality to the advertised level of quality and the expected level of quality.

RWS is looking more and more towards an integral approach to managing the entire network of assets. According to a RWS official, “An integral approach to managing the network of assets helps us know better the quality that we desire from the performance of the assets.” The Information Delivery Specification (IDS) is a part of the contract between RWS and the contractor in which the data transfer is specified. This contract document guarantees a uniform exchange of information on structures between the different partners. RWS has formally accepted the contract method as the coordination mechanism of choice. Also planning through the implementation of yearly portfolio plans is an important coordination mechanism. But depending on the level of organisation and independence of the agent, other, less formal coordination mechanisms such as self-organisation and feedback become important behavioural tools. But successful coordination also requires making standardised agreements which can be encapsulated in the schema class.

Within the schema class, for example, RWS has a policy of using systems engineering in her projects. The COINS standard has been introduced for exchange of data between RWS and the contractor. COINS is a BIM
standard. It is complementary to standards such as IFC, IFD Library and IDM. COINS supports the exchange of Systems Engineering information and ensures that an object tree, GIS data, 2D drawings, 3D models, IFC models and the object type library can be stored in association in a database. It also provides a BIM-container interchange format. RWS is also in the process of introducing a state-of-the-art data quality management system based on a data quality framework in order to gain much needed insight into the actual quality of the data and to be able to monitor the data quality trends over time.

RWS requires a complete and constantly up-to-date insight into all asset data within the data class. The data class can be extended to include all data formats including structured and unstructured data. Asset data has a quantitative and qualitative aspect. RWS has identified data quality as being essential for achieving organisational goals, and is introducing a data quality monitoring system as a strategic objective. Decomposition is an important aspect for quantitative data. Decomposition is the classification of assets according to a number of levels. Decomposition, whilst not a new subject for RWS has been approached differently by RWS in the last few years. RWS is in the process of introducing the Building Information Model (BIM) and is developing a uniform asset management system based on a uniform Object Type Library (OTL). RWS is extremely ambitious with regards to decomposition. The OTL has a complex mapping, with regards to both quantitative and qualitative data. BIM is an important means of exchanging information regarding assets between RWS and her contractors. For the application of the Building Information Model (BIM) RWS has developed a range of products that make it possible to exchange uniform and reliable information between construction partners.

Within the technology class, RWS currently has over one hundred and eighty separate applications which have been implemented to provide the information required by asset managers. RWS regards this number of applications as an untenable situation due to the major burden on application and infrastructural management. Furthermore, many of the applications use much the same data, but often the results of the different applications reveal a mixed level of data quality, which does little to generate trust. RWS is currently implementing a new system known at RWS as “Aareaal Informatie Rijkswaterstaat” (Area Information RWS), or “AIR”. The objective behind AIR is to reduce the number of asset management information systems from one hundred and eighty to four. Furthermore, RWS is also implementing a generic data quality monitoring system which is designed to assure data quality levels and provide insight into potential quality issues within the data production process.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we describe an agent-based conceptual model of a data infrastructure within the asset management domain. Agents in this domain can take the form of organizations, divisions and departments of organizations, individuals, software agents and even a collection of things. Agents can represent the decentralized nature of data management, the multiple loci of control, the multiple perspectives, and the competing interests. Finally, agents have behavior to autonomously decide how to organize their activities based on a chosen coordination mechanism. Future research can focus on more advanced architectures containing other characteristics commonly included in multi-agent systems such as goals, desires and intentions, as well as extending the model to include class types in each (sub) class.

Our case study shows that our conceptual model is suitable for modelling data infrastructures. By explicitly representing organizations by agents and by taking their goals into account it becomes possible to discuss alternative coordination mechanisms and to decide upon which mechanisms are acceptable to the organizations involved in the design process.

The agent-based architecture helps in breaking up a conceptual model into logical parts that can be reused and ensures the behavior of agents is autonomous. In this way the architecture ensures that a model can be built quickly, can be extended where necessary, and has a high degree of correspondence with reality.
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